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File S1-S4. Extensions of Biomarker-Guided Non-Adaptive Trial Designs

Variations of Biomarker-Strategy Designs

Sequential before-after pharmacogenetic diagnostic study: The design identified in two papers [36,38] (2%) of our review. A graphical illustration of this design is given in Figure S1.

This approach was proposed in the field of pharmacogenetics involving the assessment of pharmacogenetic diagnostics being performed during the study. In this sequential approach each patient serves as his/her own control) [38]. Treatments are tailored to patients before genotyping and then again after genotyping. A comparison of outcomes before and after the introduction of pharmacogenomics is conducted.

This individual crossover approach requires a smaller number of patients as compared to the previous designs described and is not considered complex in its implementation. Additionally, before–after comparisons are the basis of medical practice in many important therapeutic areas such as surgery [38] and they can inform researchers about whether a personalized treatment is more effective than the standard of care. However, types of systematic error (i.e., bias which yield incorrect estimate of a measure of disease) might be introduced, e.g., due to errors on classification of outcomes or on the assessment of the biomarker status of patients.

Classifier randomization design: Another extension of biomarker-strategy designs is the Classifier randomization design which was identified in two papers [36,107] (2%) of our review. An example of an actual trial which uses this strategy is the NNBC-3 European trial [107]. A graphical illustration of this design is given in Figure S2.
This is an approach proposed for the validation of prognostic biomarkers which randomly assign the study population between classifiers (i.e., a new biomarker and a standard biomarker) rather than treatments validating directly the new biomarker. With this approach, we compare the new and standard classifiers in order (i) to show equivalence in outcome, i.e., the outcome of patients assigned to the new biomarker is not too different to that obtained from patients in the standard classifier independently of the low/high level in each category; (ii) to show superiority in outcome, i.e., the outcome of patients assigned to the new classifier who are given the experimental treatment is superior to that obtained from the patients given the control treatment.

**Modified marker strategy design:** This modified version of the biomarker-strategy design was identified in five papers [9,19,22,58,91] (5%) of our review. A graphical illustration of this approach is given in Figure S3.
randomized—those whose treatment assignment would be the same regardless of biomarker result are off study. An example of an actual trial which uses this approach is the MINDACT trial. More precisely, in the MINDACT trial the entire population is evaluated by two analyses, the 70-gene profile (biomarker-based analysis) as well as clinicopathologic factors (non-biomarker-based analysis). Next, only patients with discordant results (i.e., patients predicted to be high risk based on one of the two analyses and low risk patients based on the other analysis) will be randomized to either the biomarker-based strategy or to the non-biomarker-based strategy).

Next, as exactly in the biomarker-strategy design with biomarker assessment in the control arm, patients who are randomly assigned to the biomarker-based strategy arm are treated either with the experimental treatment if they have biomarker-positive status or with the control treatment if they have biomarker-negative status. The main limitation of biomarker-strategy designs is that they can result in a significant number of patients in the trial who are assigned to the same treatment in both biomarker-based strategy arm and non-biomarker-based strategy arm (i.e., biomarker-negative patients in the biomarker-based strategy arm receive control treatment but, biomarker-negative patients might also receive control treatment in the non-biomarker-based strategy arm as the random assignment of the entire population to this strategy arm is independent of their biomarker-status). Consequently, a large sample size is needed to identify the diluted treatment effect. This modified version promises to solve this limitation of biomarker-strategy designs by only randomizing patients for whom treatment assignment is influenced by biomarker result.

Variation of Randomize-All Designs

Two-way stratified design: A version of the Biomarker Stratified design is the Two-way Stratified design which was referred to in two papers [107,132] (2%) of our review. Figure S4 represents the graphical illustration of this strategy.
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**Figure S4.** Two-way Stratified design (for validation of prognostic biomarkers). “R” refers to randomization of patients.

In this approach, patients are stratified according to their biomarker results. Standard treatment is tailored to patients with a low score, experimental treatment is given to patients with a high score and those with an intermediate score are randomized to either experimental or standard treatment. An example of an actual trial which uses this approach is the that conducted by the “Arbeitsgemeinschaft Gynäkologische Onkologie” (AGO) Study Group in cooperation with the EORTC Receptor and Biomarker Study Group for the “Chemo-N0 trial” to validate UPA and PAI1 as prognostic indicators in node negative breast cancer [107].

According to Spira et al. [132] a noninferiority design for the intermediate group can be used and has the statistical power to detect a 3% or greater difference between the randomized arms.

Since there is no direct prospective comparison between the novel and standard classifier, the two-way stratified design provides further, although indirect, validation of the biomarker.
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